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Dear Editors,

Thank you very much for your comments. We have reformatted the manuscript in response to the suggestions.

1. Abstract: This was identical in the manuscript and the submission system.
2. Authors' contributions: added that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.
3. References: Checked references 8 and 9 to ensure the continuity of the order.
4. Title: revised the upper case of each word as required.
5. Removed Key words
6. All tables in a separate section placed at the end of the manuscript, and removed all visible vertical lines
7. Figures were cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image.
8. Re-layouted the tables without the merged elements
9. Checked typography to ensure no error of typing.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

The First, Correspondent Author

Nguyen Van Huy
Institute for Preventive Medicine and Public Health, Hanoi Medical University, Vietnam
Tel: 844.38523798 (ext. 108) or Cell: +84.917363919
Email: nvanhuy@yahoo.com
Mailing address: Institute for Preventive Medicine and Public Health, Hanoi Medical University, 01 Ton That Tung Str, Dong Da Dist, Hanoi, Vietnam.